
13 Little Blue Envelopes by Maureen Johnson: When seventeen-year-old Ginny receives a packet of mysterious    

envelopes from her favorite aunt, she leaves New Jersey to criss-cross Europe on a sort of scavenger hunt that  

transforms her life.  (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA JOH, ebook available 

Abominable Science! by Daniel Loxton: Throughout our history, humans have been captivated by mythic beasts 

and legendary creatures. Tales of Bigfoot, the Yeti, and the Loch Ness monster are part of our collective experience. 

Now comes a book from two dedicated investigators that explores and elucidates the fascinating world of cryptozo-

ology. (Gr. 9+) ebook only 

The Boyfriend List by E. Lockhart: A Seattle fifteen-year-old explains some of the reasons for her recent panic 

attacks, including breaking up with her boyfriend, losing all her girlfriends, tensions between her performance-artist 

mother and her father, and more. (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA LOC, ebook available 

The Chocolate War by Robert Cormier: A high school freshman discovers the devastating consequences of refusing 

to join in the school's annual fund raising drive and arousing the wrath of the school bullies. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA COR, 

ebook available 

The Christopher Killer by Alane Ferguson: On the payroll as an assistant to her coroner father, seventeen-year-old 

Cameryn Mahoney uses her knowledge of forensic medicine to catch the killer of a friend while putting herself in 

terrible danger.  (Gr. 7+) Call # YA FER 

Divergent by Veronica Roth: In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predeter-

mined factions to define her identity for the rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that 

she is an anomaly who does not fit into any one group, and that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.       

(Gr. 8+) Call #: YA ROT, ebook available 

Drowned Cities by Paolo Bacigalupi: In a dark future America that has devolved into unending civil wars, orphans 

Mahlia and Mouse barely escape the war-torn lands of the Drowned Cities, but their fragile safety is soon threat-

ened and Mahlia will have to risk everything if she is to save Mouse, as he once saved her.  (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA BAC 

Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card: Ender, who is the result of genetic experimentation, may be the military genius 

Earth needs in its war against an alien enemy. (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA CAR 

The Fault in Our Stars by John Green: Sixteen-year-old Hazel, a stage IV thyroid cancer patient, has accepted her ter-

minal diagnosis until a chance meeting with a boy at cancer support group forces her to reexamine her perspective 

on love, loss, and life. (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA GRE, ebook available 

The Forest of Hands and Teeth by Carrie Ryan: Through twists and turns of fate, orphaned Mary seeks knowledge 

of life, love, and especially what lies beyond her walled village and the surrounding forest, where dwell the unconse-

crated, aggressive flesh-eating people who were once dead. (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA RYA bk. 1, ebook available 

Gross Science by Paul Beck: These 30 disgusting experiments reveal the science of snot, spit, germs, strange smells, 

worms, and more gross stuff! (Gr. 4+) Call #: J 507.8 BEC  
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If I Stay by Gayle Forman: While in a coma following an automobile accident that killed her parents and younger 

brother, seventeen-year-old Mia, a gifted cellist, weighs whether to live with her grief or join her family in death. 

(Gr. 7+) Call #: YA FOR, ebook available 

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl by Jesse Andrews: Seventeen-year-old Greg has managed to become part of every 

social group at his Pittsburgh high school without having any friends, but his life changes when his mother forces 

him to befriend Rachel, a girl he once knew in Hebrew school who has leukemia. (Gr. 8+) Call #: YA AND,             

ebook available 

Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children by Ransom Riggs: After a family tragedy, Jacob feels compelled to ex-

plore an abandoned orphanage on an island off the coast of Wales, discovering disturbing facts about the children 

who were kept there. (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA RIG, ebook available 

Science Detectives by the editors of YES Mag:  Science detectives follows fearless and dedicated science sleuths 

tracking down leads and solving cases all over the world, in cities and in deserts, deep underground, high in the sky 

and even in your DNA. (Gr. 4+) Call #: J 501 SCI 

Starters by Lissa Price: To support herself and her younger brother in a future Beverly Hills, sixteen-year-old Callie 

hires her body out to seniors who want to experience being young again, and she lives a fairy-tale life until she 

learns that her body will commit murder unless her mind can stop it. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA PRI, ebook available 

Something Out of Nothing by Carla McClafferty: Marie Curie's life and work are given a fresh telling, one that also 

explores the larger picture of the effects of radium in world culture, and its exploitation and sad misuse. (Gr. 5+)   

Call #: YAB CURIE  

Steve Jobs: The Man Who Thought Different by Karen Blumenthal: Steve Jobs' story has become legend: a college 

dropout who started a wildly successful tech company in his parents' garage. A devoted husband, father, and Bud-

dhist, he battled cancer for over a decade, became the ultimate CEO, and made the world want every product he 

touched. Here is the complex man behind the myth. (Gr. 5+) Call #: YAB JOBS 

Thirteen Reasons Why by Jay Asher: When high school student Clay Jenkins receives a box in the mail containing 

thirteen cassette tapes recorded by his classmate Hannah, who committed suicide, he spends a bewildering and 

heartbreaking night crisscrossing their town, listening to Hannah's voice recounting the events leading up to her 

death. (Gr. 7+) Call #: YA ASH, ebook available 

Uglies by Scott Westerfeld: In a world where 16-year-olds are subjected to a procedure that makes them "pretty", 

15-year-old Tally has to choose between finding and turning in her runaway friend, or never turning "pretty" at all. 

(Gr. 6+) Call # YA WES 

Under the Never Sky by Veronica Rossi: Aria and Perry, two teens from radically different societies- one highly   

advanced, the other primitive- hate being dependent on one another until they overcome their prejudices and fall in 

love, knowing they can't stay together. (Gr. 6+) Call #: YA ROS bk. 1, ebook available 
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